The goals underlying State All-Payer Claims Database (APCD) initiatives are notable and worthy. However, these initiatives are not uniform and various states are taking different approaches to the purpose and implementation of APCDs. This presents thorny issues for those entities that are subject to the requirements of more than one APCD. In addition, the implementation of APCDs presents important issues concerning ERISA. Most state APCD statutes require the submission/reporting of data on self-insured ERISA health plans by health insurers (and others) acting as the third party administrators (TPAs) of these plans. These data submission requirements present important ERISA issues. If these ERISA issues are not addressed in the planning stages of APCD initiatives, they may prevent the initiatives from achieving these notable and worthy goals, locally and nationally. The objective of the authors of this paper is not to prevent the collection of appropriate data by APCDs, but to ensure that there is full consideration given to these important issues.

In the view of the authors of this paper, the current, proposed and/or contemplated APCD data submission requirements imposed on the TPAs of self-insured ERISA health plans present significant ERISA preemption issues—both express and implied. Because TPAs only possess the data as a result of their activities on behalf of the self-insured plans and the information that the TPAs are or would be submitting to state APCDs pertain to the members of such plans and the functions the TPAs carry out for them, it is especially important that the employer sponsors of such plans are aware of these current, proposed or contemplated submission requirements and the ERISA preemption implications for the submission requirements. Even where states assert some police power authority to require TPAs to submit data to the state APCD, that does not overcome ERISA preemption or forestall the need to consider the ERISA preemption issues. TPA statutes have a limited purpose and cannot legally support requirements imposed on TPAs to submit any and all data—or for any purpose. Because of the significant ERISA preemption issues as-
associated with the required submission of claims and other data concerning self-insured ERISA health plans, states should work with TPAs, employer groups, and the Departments of Labor and Treasury/Internal Revenue Service, to reach a uniform consensus on the scope of ERISA pre-emption and, thus, on the permissible scope of APCD submission requirements.

APCDs

According to the APCD Council, APCDs are “large-scale databases that systematically collect health care claims data from a variety of payer sources which include claims from most health care providers.” The Council defines State APCDs as

Databases, typically created by a state mandate, that generally include data from medical claims, pharmacy claims, eligibility files, provider (physician and facility) files, and dental claims from private and public payers. In states without a legislative mandate, there may be voluntary reporting of APCD data.

The purpose of an APCD varies across states. Similarly, the payers that are required to submit claims data for State APCDs vary from state to state. The payers can include insurance carriers, TPAs, pharmacy benefit managers, dental benefit administrators, Medicaid, Children’s Health Insurance Program, Medicare, Medicare Part D, Federal Employees Health Benefits Program, and TRICARE. The type of data required to be submitted/reporting—and, thus, contained in a state APCD—similarly can vary from state to state, as can the format in which data is required to be submitted. APCD statutes typically require the submission of medical claims files or corresponding claims files for pharmacy and other health-care related claims. The medical claims files submitted to an APCD may include health care related data elements including diagnosis codes, types of care received (procedure and pharmacy codes), insurance product type (HMO, PPO, POS), facility type (hospital, office, clinic), cost amounts (charge, paid, member liabilities), eligibility, and provider information. But APCD statutes and/or implementing regulations may also require the reporting of the actuarial basis of the plan, plan designs or summary plan descriptions, broker payments, premium contribution levels for employers and employees, annual co-insurance totals, etc.

Approximately 14 states have enacted legislation or started to collect health care claims data in an effort to establish an APCD. They include Colorado, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Oregon, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Utah, and Vermont. Most of these state APCDs require the submission of claims data from TPAs, including with respect to self-insured employee welfare benefit plans. A sampling of mandatory reporting states:

- **Colorado.** The Colorado legislature intends for the Colorado APCD to be “a resource to insurers, consumers, employers, providers, purchasers of health care and state agencies to allow for continuous review of health care utilization, expenditures, and quality and safety performance in Colorado,” and to be presented in a manner “to allow for comparisons of geographic, demographic, and economic factors and institutional size.” In contrast to other States, Colorado appears to have recognized the limits on its authority to require TPAs (and self-insured ERISA plans) to submit data to the Colorado APCD: Although Colorado’s proposed rule defined a “payer” who would be a data submitter as “a private health care payer, a public health care payer and a third party administrator of employer group health plans,” the final regulations omitted the reference to TPAs in the definition of “payer,” in recognition of the fact that Colorado had no way to enforce such a requirement. The proposed definition of “private health care payer” was similarly revised to omit any reference to TPAs or to self-insured group health plans. Payers are required to begin submitting no later than June 30, 2011, “complete and accurate eligibility data files, medical and pharmacy claims data files, and provider files to the APCD pursuant to the submission guide.”

- **Kansas.** The Kansas legislature’s purpose in creating the Kansas health care database was to be able “to provide health care consumers, third-party payers, providers, and health care planners with information regarding trends in use and cost of health care services . . . for improved decision-making.” Providers of health care services and third-party payers, as identified in the statute, are required to submit information “necessary for a review and comparison of utilization patterns, cost, quality and quantity of health care services.” Those required to submit health care data include licensed insurers, medical and hospital service corporations, health maintenance organizations (HMOs), and “fiscal intermediaries for government-funded programs and self-funded employee health plans.”

- **Maine.** The primary use of the APCD is to provide analyses of cost, quality, system utilization, episodes, and geographical differences. Under the Maine statute, the reporting requirement applies to both providers and payors. The latter term is defined to include both third party payers (defined
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as “a health insurer, carrier, including a carrier that provides only administrative services for plan sponsors, nonprofit hospital, medical services organization or managed care organization licensed in the State”), third party administrators (defined as “any person who, on behalf of a plan sponsor, health care service plan, nonprofit hospital or medical service organization, health maintenance organization or insurer, receives or collects charges, contributions or premiums for, or adjusts or settles claims on, residents of this State”), and pharmacy benefits managers (PBMs). Under the implementing regulations, “health care claims processors” (which include third-party payers and third-party administrators) are required to submit to the agency operating Maine’s APCD a completed health claims data set for all members who are Maine residents, including a member eligibility file, a medical claims file, a pharmacy claims file, and/or a dental claims file. These files are to include capitated service claims, co-insurance/co-payment information, coordination of benefits claims, and any prepaid amounts.

- **Massachusetts.** The primary use of the APCD is cost analysis and facilitation of administrative simplification by serving as the central repository of health care claims data for Massachusetts state government agencies, although it is apparently anticipated that the purpose may be expanded to permit studies of cost, patterns/episodes of care, global payments, modeling, behavioral health, comorbidity, leading indicators, and possibly quality and system utilization. Under its statute, the Massachusetts Division of Health Care Finance and Policy adopted regulations that require “health care payers” (defined to include third-party administrators and self-insured plans) to submit health plan information and health care claims data. The health plan data to be reported includes information on premiums, the actuarial assumptions underlying plan premiums, summaries of plan designs, medical and administrative expenses, reserves and surpluses, and provider payment methods and levels. The health care claims data that must be submitted under the regulations includes medical claims, pharmacy claims, dental claims, member eligibility files, provider files, and product files (including detailed information on covered services, group size, coverage levels, and copayments). Payers are required to report “health care service paid claims and encounters” for “all Massachusetts resident members, and all members of a Massachusetts employer group including those who reside outside of Massachusetts” and must identify encounters corresponding to a capitation payment as well.

- **New Hampshire.** The primary uses of the APCD are to provide analyses of cost, quality, system utilization, condition specific care, and geographic differences. Health plan companies or TPAs (defined in the statute as “a vendor of risk-management services or an entity administering a self-insurance or health insurance plan”) that have covered individuals and paid at least $3 million in health care claims for covered individuals during the previous calendar year, or pharmacy benefit managers that have covered individuals and paid at least $300,000 in claims for covered individuals during the previous calendar year, are required to submit data to the APCD. For each covered individual, the data submitters are required to submit all enrollment data elements, encounter data elements and pricing data for all institutional and professional health care claims and pharmacy drug claims paid by the submitter.
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tions of an out-of-state employer are considered a New Hampshire employer. Carriers are required to submit claims data sets for all members employed at such branch offices.

- **Oregon.** Oregon anticipates mining its APCD for statistics and payment/purchasing strategies. Under administrative rules promulgated by the Oregon Health Authority, health insurance carriers and licensed TPAs with calculated mean total lives of 5,000, PBMs, and MCOs are mandatory reporters who are required to submit healthcare claims data files for all required lines of business, including Medicare, Medicaid, portability, individual, small employer health insurance, large group, associations and trusts, and self-insured plans (which is defined as “any plan, program, contract, or any other arrangement under which one or more employers, unions, or other organizations provide health care services or benefits to their employees or members in this state, either directly or indirectly through a trust or third-party administrator”).

- **Tennessee.** Under Tennessee law, all group health plans (defined as employee welfare benefit plans or the administrators of such plans) and health insurance issuers (defined to include PBMs and TPAs) are required to provide “electronic health insurance claims data for state residents to the commissioner or a designated entity authorized by the commissioner.”

- **Utah.** Utah uses its APCD primarily for planning capability to provide analyses of cost, efficiency, quality of care, system utilization, patterns of care, geographic differences, and physician-based reporting. Utah requires each carrier (defined to include a licensed TPA that collects premiums or settles claims of Utah residents, for health care insurance policies or health benefit plans) to submit enrollment, medical claims and pharmacy data “where Utah is the patient’s primary residence,” as well as such data “for services provided out of state” to Utah residents.

- **Vermont.** The primary use of Vermont’s APCD is to generate analyses of cost, utilization, variations in quality, episodes, geographic differences, and risk adjustment. Under Vermont law, health insurers (which is defined to include “any third party administrator, any pharmacy benefit manager, . . . and any similar entity with claims data, eligibility data, provider files, and other information relating to [1] health care provided to Vermont resident[s], and [2] health care provided by Vermont health care providers and facilities required to be filed by a health insurer under this section”), health care providers, health care facilities and government agencies are required to file information, including health insurance claims and enrollment information used by health insurers, and any other information relating to health care costs, prices, quality, utilization, or resources required to be filed by the commissioner. The commissioner is given the authority to exempt from all or part of the filing requirements data reflecting utilization and costs for services provided in Vermont to non-residents.

In addition to the current APCD submission requirements, the APCD Council has recently suggested that, in the next APCD evolution, the types of data that insurers and TPAs are required to submit to APCDs should be significantly broadened. The APCD Council has advised that APCDs should collect information concerning non-claim-based fiscal transactions between payers (or TPAs) and providers, such as pay-for-performance payments; per member per medical home payments; capitation fees; contractual settlement debits or credits supporting risk contracts; and pharmacy benefit manager rebates. In addition, the APCD Council has advised that State APCDs require plans and TPAs to submit information on premiums collected at the employee or employer level, including “premium equivalents” at the benefit tier level, and the submission of total premium amount, as well as a “premium equivalent” on each eligibility record. Finally, the APCD Council advocates that State APCDs collect benefit information on enrollees, that is, information on the benefits offered to enrollees under their respective health plans. The benefits information that insurers and TPAs should be required to submit to State APCDs, according to the APCD Council, include co-payments, co-insurances, deductibles, out-of-pocket maximums, lifetime maximums, and detailed information concerning medical or pharmacy benefits (e.g., number of physical therapy visits covered or whether certain therapies are covered).

**ERISA**

**Standards for Preemption**

‘When Congress enacted the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), it intended to ‘protect . . . the interests of participants in employee benefit plans and their beneficiaries . . . by establishing standards of conduct, responsibility, and obligation for fiduciaries of employee benefit plans, and by providing for appropriate remedies.’” These national standards “include[] rules concerning reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary responsibilities,” Congress recognized that achieving this purpose “require[d] the avoidance of a ‘multiplicity of regulation’ and, concomitantly, the creation of a climate ‘permit[s] the nationally uniform administration of employee benefit plans.’” Accordingly, ERISA
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40 Carpenters Local Union No. 26 v. U.S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co., 215 F.3d 136, 140 (1st Cir. 2000) (quoting New York
expressly “supercede[s] any and all State laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate to any employee benefit plan.”41 The Supreme Court has found that, in adopting this preemption provision, Congress intended to ensure that plans and plan sponsors would be subject to a uniform body of benefits law, the goal was to minimize the administrative and financial burden of complying with conflicting directives among States or between States and the Federal Government . . . [and to prevent] the potential for conflict in substantive law . . . requiring the tailoring of plans and employer conduct to the peculiarities of the law of each jurisdiction.42

However, Congress did not want to affect state regulation of certain businesses, including insurance, so it adopted an ERISA provision that “nothing in this subchapter shall be construed to exempt or relieve any person from any law of any State which regulates insurance, banking, or securities.”43

Express Preemption. A state law relates to an employee benefit plan, within the meaning of the ERISA preemption provision, “if it [1] has a connection with or [2] reference to such a plan.”44 The courts determine whether such a connection exists by looking to the objectives of the ERISA statute and the effect of the state law on employee benefit plans.45 ERISA was meant to protect employee benefit plan members by creating standards of conduct, responsibility, and obligation for ERISA plan fiduciaries.46 This requires avoiding a multiplicity of regulation and creating a climate that permits the nationally uniform administration of benefit plans.47 Courts, thus, “assess the effect of a state law on the ability of ERISA plans to be administered uniformly nationwide.”48 There can be a meaningful nexus with ERISA, for example, when the state law interferes with the administration of covered employee benefit plans, purports to regulate plan benefits, or imposes additional reporting requirements.49 Additionally, courts have held that there is an impermissible “connection with” an ERISA plan “if it directly regulates or effectively mandates some elements of the structure or administration of employers’ ERISA plans.”50 In contrast, if the state law “has only a tenuous, remote, or peripheral connection” with ERISA plans — such as with many laws of general applicability — preemption would not occur.51

In addition, a state law references an ERISA plan, within the meaning of the ERISA preemption provision, if it acts immediately and exclusively upon ERISA plans, or if the existence of ERISA plans is essential to the law’s operation.52 The Supreme Court has held that ERISA preempts a state statute on this basis where the state law “imposed requirements by reference to [ERISA] covered programs.”53 Whether a state statute relates to ERISA does not end the inquiry because of the savings clause. Under binding Supreme Court precedent, in order for a state statute to be saved from preemption by the ERISA savings clause, it must meet two requirements: (1) “the state law must be specifically directed toward entities engaged in insurance”; and (2) “the state law must substantially affect the risk pooling arrangement between the insurer and the insured.”54

Implied Preemption. The inquiry as to whether a state statute is preempted by ERISA does not end with consideration of the application of ERISA’s express preemption provision to the state statute at issue, because a state statute can also be subject to implied preemption. Under the doctrine of implied preemption, a state statute is preempted if it conflicts with ERISA provisions or if it operates to frustrate ERISA’s objectives. Indeed, the Supreme Court took this very approach to the issue of ERISA’s preemption of a state statute in Boggs v. Boggs, in which the Court held that certain of Louisiana’s community property laws were impliedly preempted by ERISA’s surviving spousal annuity and beneficiary designation requirements because “there is a conflict.”55


52 Dillingham, 519 U.S. at 325. 53 See Dillingham, 519 U.S. at 324 (citations and internal quotations omitted). Some courts have indicated that the reference must be patent before ERISA preemption looms. See Carpenters Local Union No. 26, 215 F.3d at 144. 54 Kentucky Assoc. of Health Plans, Inc. v. Miller, 538 U.S. 329, 334, 338, 341 (2003) (finding Kentucky any willing provider statute a statute that regulates insurance under 29 USC § 1144(b)(1). See also Ellis v. Liberty Life Assurance Co. of Boston, 394 F.3d 262, 276 (6th Cir. 2005) (Texas statutory claims for violations of the state insurance code which provide remedies to insured injured by the bad faith of the insurer do not affect the scope of bargain between an insurer and insured and, consequently, do not affect their risk pooling arrangement; claims with respect to an ERISA welfare benefit plan not saved from preemption). 55 520 U.S. 833, 841 (1997) (“We can begin, and in this case end, the analysis by simply asking if state law conflicts with the provisions of ERISA or operates to frustrate its objects. We hold that there is a conflict, which suffices to resolve the case. We need not inquire whether the statutory phrase “relates to”
ERISA Preemption of APCD Laws

Where TPA statutes have been adopted and remain in effect, the States may believe that they have the regulatory authority to require TPAs to submit some data with respect to the activities TPAs undertake on behalf of self-insured ERISA plans. But such a law does not surmount the effect of ERISA preemption, as discussed herein. The scope of the State’s TPA licensing authority is limited to the purpose of overseeing the TPA functions; it does not encompass authority over all health issues within the State’s borders. To the extent that TPA statutes impose regulatory requirements on TPAs, they are focused on ensuring that TPAs promptly and properly adjudicate and pay claims. As a consequence, the TPA statutes cannot provide the regulatory authority to require TPAs to submit information about self-insured plans when express or implied ERISA preemption applies. Thus, the actuarial basis of the product, plan designs or summary plan descriptions, broker payments, premium contribution levels for employees and employers, benefit information, and annual co-insurance totals are beyond the reach of a TPA statute due to express preemption, as is discussed below. Moreover, as to the submission of the claims transactions themselves, which may be subject to implied preemption under ERISA, the impacted parties need to reach agreement on the meaning and scope of ERISA preemption in the context of APCD enactment and implementation.

ERISA should preempt state APCD laws as to the requirement that TPAs of self-funded ERISA plans submit/report claims and other data to the APCD. First, it is clear that state APCD statutes could not impose data reporting requirements directly on self-funded ERISA plans because they would interfere with the nationally uniform administration of such plans and/or undermine (or stand as an obstacle to) the uniform administration intended by federal law, and, thus, be preempted. Furthermore, there is no policy basis for distinguishing between directly imposing a reporting requirement on an ERISA plan and imposing such a requirement on an ERISA plan by requiring its TPA, which possesses that data solely because of the services it provides to the plan, to submit such data.

Express preemption. Some state APCD laws require the submission of summary plan descriptions and other documents, data, or information that exist because their preparation and/or distribution are required by ERISA. For example, Massachusetts regulations require private “payers” to “submit data and information for all plan types, including self-insured plans,” including information on premiums, the actuarial assumptions underlying plan premiums, summaries of plan designs, medical and administrative expenses, reserves and surpluses, and provider payment methods and levels. The APCD Council has also suggested that insurers and TPAs be required to submit premium and benefit information to State APCDs. In fact, however, under ERISA, a plan is required to file with the federal government, or provide to plan participants and beneficiaries, Summary Plan Description, Plan Document, a self-insured plan’s actuarial basis, the premiums the plan collects, and information on many other features of self-insured plans. For example, a plan is required to prepare and provide to participants and beneficiaries a summary plan description that includes, among other things:

- The plan’s requirements concerning eligibility for participation and for benefits, including conditions relating to benefit eligibility, a summary of the benefits (including where to obtain more information on covered benefits).
- A description of any cost-sharing provisions, including premiums, deductibles, co-insurance and copayment amounts, for which a participant would be responsible.

57 Private “payers” are required to submit “data and information for all plan types, including self-insured plans, including but not limited to the following:
1. individual and family plan premiums for a representative range of group sizes, and annual individual and family plan premiums for the lowest cost plan in each group size for every plan with at least 1,000 Massachusetts residents that meets the minimum standards and guidelines established by the Division of Insurance under section 8H of chapter 26, organized by product codes that also appear in the Member Eligibility File;
2. information supporting the actuarial assumptions that underlie the premiums for each plan;
3. summaries of the plan designs for each plan;
4. medical and administrative expenses by market sector, including medical loss ratios for each plan;
5. information regarding the payer’s current level of reserves and surpluses; and
6. information on provider payment methods and levels, including but not limited to total amounts and specific capitaled payments, risk sharing arrangements and settlements, and any other provider payments made outside the automated or manual claims payment system.

§§ 2520.103-1, 2520.103-1, 2520.103, 2520.104a-1.

The extent to which various health care services, procedures, tests, drugs, or medical devices are covered.

A description of provisions concerning networks, network providers, and use of out of network providers.

A description of any provisions requiring preauthorization or utilization review.

The sources of contributions to the plan and the method by which the amount of contribution is determined.

ERISA employee welfare benefit plans (subject to an exemption for plans with fewer than 100 participants that are insured and/or funded from employer general assets) are also required to file annual reports with the U.S. Department of Labor on Form 5500, which are required to include, among other things:

- A description of any annual or lifetime caps or other limits on benefits.
- A statement from an insurance company, insurance service, or similar organization, that includes
  - The premium rate or subscription charge and total premium or subscription charges paid to each organization and the number of persons covered by each class of such benefits.
  - Total amount of premiums received, the number of persons covered by each class of benefits, the total claims paid by the organization, dividends or retroactive rate adjustments, commissions, and administrative service or other fees or other specific acquisition costs paid from such organization, the remainder of such premiums, etc.

The annual reports, statements, and other documents filed by ERISA with the Department of Labor are, for the most part, public documents and available for inspection through the Department’s public document room.

Because this information is required to be prepared, submitted, or disclosed under ERISA, a state’s attempt to obtain this information from a TPA is expressly preempted. Such APCD reporting requirements would “relate to” an ERISA plan: the existence of ERISA plans required to prepare such documents is essential to the implementation of the APCD requirement. This express preemption also makes perfect sense given the Congressional desire to create uniform, national administration, reporting, disclosure, and oversight requirements for ERISA plans.

State APCD laws also require TPAs for self-insured ERISA plans to collect, format, and produce claims and other data for APCDs in specific electronic formats, which may or may not be the formats contracted for by federally regulated ERISA plans to meet their federal requirements. In doing so, they impose reporting requirements over and above those already imposed by federal law with respect to the plans because the TPAs possess the required data only because they are administering the ERISA plans. Accordingly, they have a connection with the ERISA plans themselves. The state APCD laws, moreover, impose a significant administrative burden on the TPAs because they require the TPAs to report a significant volume of data on an ongoing basis. The required data (and the electronic formats in which the data is required to be submitted) vary from state to state, further burdening TPAs. The state APCD laws impose additional administrative burden on the TPAs because the TPAs are required to format the data according to state specifications, which may vary from how the data is maintained in the ordinary course of business.

And in some cases (such as where the APCD laws require submission of information concerning employee premium contributions), the TPAs may be required to submit data that they may not possess and could only obtain from the ERISA plan itself. This imposes further significant burdens on the TPAs of large, multistate ERISA plans – and, thus, on the self-funded plans themselves – by requiring them to submit different data in different formats to different states, under-cutting the purpose of ERISA’s provision for uniform national standards with respect to administration and reporting. This arguably constitutes “a patchwork of regulations” that would “inject ‘considerable inefficiencies in benefit program operations.’” In such cases, “the Supreme Court has applied the preemption clause to make certain that plans are governed by only a single set of regulations,” namely the federal regulations, to the exclusion of any state regulations.

Furthermore, in most instances, the state APCD laws impose requirements by reference to ERISA plans (and, in particular, self-funded plans), or for which the existence of ERISA plans is essential to the operation of the laws. As catalogued above, most of the state APCD statutes define their requirements, at least in part, by reference to ERISA plans. Kansas, Maine, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, Tennessee, and Utah define the entities required to report data to the state APCD – and, in particular, the TPAs which are required to report data to the APCD – by reference to employee health plans (specifically self-funded employee health plans) and to plan sponsors of employer plans. Similarly, Oregon requires its mandatory reporters (which include TPAs) to report claims and other data on their particular lines of business, including large group and self-insured plans. As a result, it seems clear that most APCD statutes impose requirements by reference to [ERISA] covered programs” and, thus, are preempted because they reference an ERISA plan. Furthermore, when the operation of the APCDs is considered, it is clear that data obtained with respect to ERISA plans is essential to the proper operation of the APCDs. The purpose of the APCDs is to gather claims and other data from all health care payers, in order to be able to properly analyze the state health care systems. Because a significant proportion of the population receives health care which is paid for through ERISA health plans, the claims data for such individuals can only be obtained through their health plans or the TPAs of the health plans.

The issue of ERISA preemption of state APCD statutes appears to have been considered on the merits in one case, and only at the district court level. In Patient Advocates, LLC v. Prysunka, Patient Advocates, a third party administrator, sued the Maine Health Data Organization (MHDO) under ERISA, seeking relief from state laws that required “providers” and “payors” (including licensed TPAs) to supply data for use in Maine’s APCD. The case was referred to a magistrate judge who recommended granting summary judgment to MHDO, after holding that Patient Advocates was not an ERISA fiduciary and, therefore, had no preemption defense because the only ERISA provision Patient Advocates referenced was a requirement imposed on ERISA fiduciaries with respect to plan assets. The magistrate judge – relying on case law that “[a] statute of general application that imposes ‘some burdens on the administration of ERISA plans’ does not ‘relate to’ those plans within the meaning of ERISA” and, thus, is not preempted by ERISA – also found that the APCD laws do not “relate to” ERISA plans, as they apply to “large numbers of entities that have no specific linkage to ERISA plans,” and only impose “some” administrative burdens on the various entities. He noted that the APCD laws might not even be “reporting requirements” under ERISA because they do not affect benefits disbursement. The district court adopted the recommendation, but focused on the magistrate judge’s holding that claims data is not a “plan asset” which an ERISA fiduciary is required to manage prudently. The court determined that summary judgment was appropriate because there was no evidence that the claims data had any value, or that Patient Advocates held the data in trust for the ERISA fiduciary, as required under ERISA. The court was also “skeptical” that producing claims data in compliance with the APCD law would breach fiduciary duties concerning “plan asset” management.

A good argument can be made that Patient Advocates, LLC v. Prysunka was wrongly decided. Focusing on the issue of plan assets, neither court appears to have adequately considered the two independent bases for finding ERISA preemption. The magistrate judge also erred in determining that the Maine APCD statute falls into the category of laws of general application that are not preempted by ERISA. This error can be seen by comparing the APCD statute to the state statutes at issue in the cases cited by the magistrate, Carpenters Local Union No. 26 v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Corporation and DeBuono v. NYSAILA Medical and Clinical Services Fund. In Carpenters Local Union No. 26, the state statute of general applicability was a bond statute that requires a general contractor on a public works project to post a bond covering labor and material (including indebtedness incurred by subcontractors for wages and fringe benefits). Similarly, in DeBuono, the state statute imposed a tax on gross receipts for patient services at hospitals, residential health care facilities, and diagnostic and treatment centers. Neither statute appears to have contained an explicit reference to an ERISA plan. In contrast, while the state APCD statutes may apply to a slightly broader array of entities than applying exclusively to ERISA plans, some of the entities to which the APCD statutes are applicable are specifically defined by reference to ERISA plans. And another state APCD statute defines the data to be reported in part by reference to ERISA plans. Thus, case law that ERISA does not preempt laws of general applicability would seem inapposite here – where the state statutes clearly reference ERISA plans. The magistrate judge similarly dismissed the
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60 [An argument could possibly even be made that ERISA preempts state APCD statutory requirements with respect to fully insured ERISA plans. The reason that states are permitted to regulate the insurance plans purchased by such plans, but not the plans themselves, is because they are issued by health insurance issuers – and the ERISA savings clause “saves” state regulation of the business of insurance from preemption. But here, the state APCD statutes may fail the second requirement of the savings clause: As a reporting requirement that is designed to enable states to aggregate data to analyze the healthcare system, the APCD statutes do not regulate the business of insurance because they do not “substantially affect the risk pooling arrangement between the insurer and the insured,” or enable the state to regulate insurance companies with respect to such risk pooling arrangements. Accordingly, it could be argued that ERISA preempts state APCD statutes even with respect to fully insured ERISA plans.]

70 In Boyle v. Anderson, the Eighth Circuit dismissed the challenge of certain self-funded ERISA plans to the Minnesota APCD statute for lack of standing because, as self-funded plans, “plaintiffs ‘are not required to submit health care care [sic] revenue and expenditure data, but are merely ‘encouraged’ to do so.” See Boyle, 68 F.3d at 1100.
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78 Other cases holding that state laws were not preempted by ERISA as laws of general applicability involve states laws of similar generality to Carpenters Local and DeBuono. See, e.g., Dillingham, 519 U.S. 316 (application of California’s prevailing wage laws to apprenticeship programs (some of which may be part of an ERISA plan) not preempted because a law of general applicability); Mackey v. Lanier Collection Agency & Service, Inc., 486 U.S. 825 (1988) (application of Georgia’s general
idea that additional and varying state reporting requirements contained in Maine’s APCD statute could cause it to be preempted by ERISA as undermining federal uniform administration largely because the magistrate saw the Maine APCD statute as a statute of general applicability. However, the current variety of APCDs belies the concept that APCDs do not disturb uniform administration of ERISA plans. Finally, the very fact that states require the submission of claims and other data with respect to the beneficiaries covered by, and the claims paid by, ERISA plans would seem to demonstrate that the information has value, if only for analytic purposes. And this data is clearly created and held by the TPA in the course of its responsibilities to, on behalf of, and for the benefit of, the ERISA plan.

In any event, imposing APCD data submission requirements on TPAs with respect to self-funded/self-insured ERISA plans will invite such TPAs or ERISA plans to file lawsuits challenging the statute and/or regulations that impose such requirements. Given the limited basis on which the district court made its decision, and the relative weakness of the analysis by both the district court and the magistrate judge, State APCDs and their supporters can take little comfort in the decisions.

Implied preemption. As noted above, when Congress enacted ERISA, it intended to protect the interests of participants in employee benefit plans by establishing nationally uniform standards of conduct, responsibility, and obligations for employee benefit plans and by providing for appropriate enforcement mechanisms. These

garnishment procedures by ERISA welfare plan participants’ judgment creditors not preempted, but finding preempted Georgia garnishment statute that provided protective treatment for ERISA welfare benefit plans).

The magistrate also dismissed the First Circuit’s reference to preemption based on additional reporting requirements as unsupported dicta. But there are several cases in which the imposition of additional reporting requirements that could impose significant administrative burdens has led to preemption. See, e.g., Retail Industry Leaders Assoc. v. Fielder, 475 F.3d 180, 194 (4th Cir. 2007) (Maryland statute which required employers to spend 8% of revenues on employee health care had a connection with the employers ERISA plans because it would require them to restructure not only their expenditures, but also their recordkeeping and reporting in order to comply with the statute).

We note that, under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), Pub. L. 111-148, HHS will be using Medicare claims (and other) data to rank doctors and evaluate quality. See PPACA, Pub. L. 111148, § 3003, amending 42 U.S.C. § 1395w-4 (with respect to data CMS holds as a payer, not data it has collected from ERISA plans).

national standards include national rules on reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary responsibility. Congress sought to create a climate of nationally uniform administration of employee benefit plans and to avoid the multiplicity of state regulations. In such a situation, it would seem to frustrate Congress’s objectives in adopting ERISA if states could impose additional data reporting requirements with respect to the day-to-day claims processing and payment activities associated with such plans, especially such self-funded plans. The requirement that the TPAs of such plan submit other data to State APCDs with respect to such plans would similarly frustrate Congress’s objectives. As existing APCDs demonstrate, such requirements are state/local in nature, not national, and present a multiplicity of reporting/submitting requirements. Accordingly, APCD statutes that seek to impose requirements to report/submit claims and other data to state authorities would be subject to implied preemption under ERISA.

CONCLUSION

State APCD initiatives can serve important public policy purposes. However, the adoption and implementation of APCDs present several thorny issues for those plan entities which are subject to the requirements of more than one APCD. The adoption and implementation of APCDs present significant legal and policy issues with respect to ERISA preemption of APCD requirements for health insurance issuers and third party administrators to submit claims and other data on self-insured ERISA plans. ERISA may very well preempt the states’ ability to require TPAs to submit data with respect to the self-funded ERISA plans for which they provide administrative services. Such State APCD initiatives present a risk of costly litigation that would present a significant risk that important provisions of State APCD statutes or regulations that require submission of data regarding self-funded ERISA plans would be held preempted by ERISA. To avoid such risk, States should work with TPAs, employer groups and the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service to reach a uniform, national understanding of the scope of ERISA preemption and of the State’s ability to require the submission of data concerning such plans by TPAs in the context of APCD implementation. The failure to address such core issues prior to implementation of an APCD threatens to wreak havoc on the ability of APCDs to achieve their noble goals.
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